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TANDEM AXLE PLANT TRAILER INFO SHEET
WHY PURCHASE A PLANT TRAILER FROM RUSSELL HEALE ENGINEERING?

The Russell Heale Engineering philosophy is to build
very strong and long lasting trailers that will give you
years of service.
We invite you to come and view our plant trailers at
our Gold Coast factory and see for yourself how
Russell Heale Engineering manufactures trailers.
As well as plant trailers Russell Heale Engineering also make high quality tag and float trailers. For
more on these trailers visit www.rheale.com.au/trailers.
SUPERIOR QUALITY

The construction engineering and techniques utilised by our
company are different to those generally used in plant trailers.
Russell Heale Engineering uses profile cut coaming rails are also
profile cut with a precamber, which significantly adds to the overall
strength and long term durability of the trailers. The process is more
labour intensive but the final product is far superior.
The cross members are a single piece, fully welded to the main
vertical web and the coaming rail.
The end result is an extremely strong platform.
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GET WHAT YOU WANT

Our in house CAD designer can customise our standard design to meet
your requirements.
Trailers are available with a choice of couplings.
STANDARD FEATURES:

Overall length 6.0 metres, deck height 790mm
Axles 4.5 tonne capacity each
Suspension 10 tonne
Expanded mesh or checker plate floor
Alloy Ramps
Narva LED Lights, side lights, reflectors
Tyre and Rim sizes: Standard 235/75R on 17.5” rims
Air Brakes
Air coupling configuration: Either Duomatic or Suzie Coil
Wind down landing leg
ATM up to 13.5 tonne
GALVANISING OR 2 PAK PAINT

Galvanising of trailer instead of painting is standard.
OPTIONS AVAILABLE INCLUDE:

Spare Wheel Carrier
Equipment Frame/ broom rack as required
Deck tie downs
Bump Bar
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TRAILERS BUILT BY OPERATORS FOR OPERATORS

Russell Heale has operated a heavy machinery business in the construction field
for many years and understands what is needed to move equipment from A to B.
Considerable thought has been given to the design and manufacture of our
trailers. They are designed to handle rough terrain and adverse conditions as
well as highway use.
AUSTRALIAN MADE, AUSTRALIAN PARTS, FOR AUSTRALIAN ROADS

These Australian made trailers utilise Australian made steel from Onesteel,
Orrcon and other local suppliers. The running gear, axles, springs etc., are all supplied by Australian
companies, so that replacement parts and expert advice are readily available. Manufacturing is
centralised on the Gold Coast and with our well trained, loyal production staff, our customers know
they’re driving out with the best constructed, best value trailers available, bar none.

All our trailers are built to Australian Design Regulations and can be registered anywhere in Australia.
BUILT TO LAST

Russell Heale Engineering trailers will be around for many years to come, strong and tough. We are
confident our trailers will perform as well if not better than any other trailer on the market.
We welcome you to come and view our trailers in production and in stock and make the comparison
yourself.

Call us today on 1300 55 93 75 for friendly, expert advice on your trailer requirements
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